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STANDARD UNITS
i. Metric (1” = 25.4mm)
ii. Pressure = bar
iii. Flow Rate = m3/min
iv. Air Fittings = G!/8 = !/8" thread of BSP

parallel
v. – KPa § vacuum %

bar PSI bar PSI
1 14.5 20 290.0
2 29.0 30 435.0
3 43.5 40 580.0
4 58.0 50 725.0

5.5 79.8 60 870.0
6 87.0 70 1015.0
7 101.5 80 1160.0
8 116.0 90 1305.0
9 130.5 100 1450.0
10 145.0

cubic UK UK US
feet per gallons gallons gallons litres/ litres/
minute per min per hour per min sec min m3/h

cubic
feet per 1 6.23 374 7.48 0.472 28.3 1.7
minute

UK
gallons 0.161 1 60 1.2 0.0758 4.55 0.273
per min
litres/ 0.0353 0.22 13.2 0.264 0.0167 1 0.06
min
m3/h 0.589 3.67 220 4.4 0.278 16.7 1

Pressure conversion

C = 5 (F–32)9

F = 9 C+325

Temperature
conversion

Conversion Table – Flow Rate

STANDARD ISO UNIT INFORMATION
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If you are looking to convey light materials, extract fumes, smoke or air, or simply cool down a hot area
of a product quickly then airmovers provide a simple, cost effective means of achieving your aim.
Using the energy from a small volume of compressed air (supplied from a standard compressor) an
airmover amplifies surrounding air to high volume, low pressure output airflow using the coanda effect.

Airmovers are extremely quiet and efficient and can amplify compressed air input up to 100 times
allowing increased airflow while substantially reducing compressed air consumption. 

Compressed air flows from the supply inlet (1) into an annular chamber (2).
The supply air is throttled by an annular gap (3) and the resultant thin layer of high velocity air adheres
to the profile (4) which turns the flow through 90° to pass down the bore (5).
The action of the high velocity supply air flowing over the profile causes a pressure drop which induces
large volumes of ambient air (6).
This induced flow is augmented, and gains velocity, by contact with the supply air flow through the bore
of the unit.
When an Airmover is used without output ducting, the high volume flow of supply and induced air from
the bore entrains further ambient air.
The final ratio of supply (free) air volume to output volume (induced + supply + entrained air) can
exceed 100:1.

How Airmovers Work

An airmover is an air flow amplifier — it uses the energy from a small volume of compressed air (from
the normal shop supply) to produce a high velocity, high volume, low pressure output airflow.

1

2

3

5

6

7

4

Vi = Volume of supply air (free air at atmospheric pressure)
Vo = Volume output, ducted

= Vi + Induced air
Vo = Volume output, unducted

= Vi + Induced air + Entrained air

Supply Air (Vi)

Entrained Air

Output
Air

(Vo)Induced air

AIRMOVERS EXPLAINED
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Airmovers/Air amplifiers have the following features and characteristics:-

�They have no moving parts and are very safe

�When used with an effective filter they require no maintenance

�They are quiet in operation

�They have unobstructed bores

�Their output is variable by regulation of the supply air

�They can be instantly stopped or started

�No combustion hazard

�No electrical interference

�Both the inlet and outlet stages can be ducted, allowing fresh air to be drawn in, for the
removal of fumes or conveying of small particles

�More compact, simple, lightweight and portable

�Driven by air, not electricity

�No moving parts – hence safer and maintenance free

�Each end can be ducted

AIRMOVER ADVANTAGES

ADVANTAGES OVER FANS

�Drying wet surfaces

� Drying water based paints

�Blowing off and cleaning mechanical parts

�Cooling heat in moulds and ovens

�Extracting smoke and fumes e.g. in welding

�Venting fumes in tanks e.g. in ship cargo holds

SOME SIMPLE AIRMOVER APPLICATIONS

FOR FURTHER TECHNICAL DATA AND INFORMATION ON FLOW RATES PLEASE
CONTACT BRAUER TECHNICAL SALES DEPARTMENT.
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